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How to Get Rid of Bad Habits

Let's face it, all of us have our own bad habits. We may bite

our nails or crack our knuckles. Others might interupt often or

procrastinate. All these nasty habits or hard to break. Have no

fear! Today I will teach you to get rid of your bad habits.

Realize habits have consequences and rewards. Frequent practices of your habits, good or bad,

have a long term effect on you whether you like it or not. Negative Ex. A few cigarettes over a few

months means nothing compared to tens thousand of cigarettes used over your life time. Positive Ex.

Focusing yourself on personal development and building your social circle.

Recognize the bad habit you want to break. Knowing and understanding the habit will help you to

gain control of it. If you don't believe you have a bad habit or you don't get why "some things" just keep

happening to you over and over, get feedback from people outside your normal social circle. Others

may recognize patterns that you misconstrue as "that's just how I am."

Decide how serious you are about breaking the habit. If you are truly committed, you will be able

to achieve your goal.

Track when you do the habit. Perhaps keep a journal handy.

Write down where and why you do the habit. Writing increases your awareness of the habit.

Think about what you wrote. What does this habit do for you?

Think about a healthy habit that you could replace your bad habit with. Write down simple

alternative and choose one you would like to practice.

Catch yourself doing the bad habit and stop yourself. Practice the healthy habit instead.

Practice this exercise weekly or as often as you want. The more you practice a behavior, it will

become a habit.
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Get support from others. Tell them what they can do to help you. This will make it easier to achieve your

goals.

Be patient. You cannot break a habit overnight! They are so automatic, sometimes you may not even

realize you are doing it!

Be kind to yourself. Beating yourself up over accidentally doing the bad habit will not help you.

How to Quit Smoking by Using an Allen Carr Book

How to Transform Excess Weight Into an Answer to Poverty and Hunger

How to Measure Body Fat Using the US Navy Method

How to Eat Healthy and Excercise

↑ http://www.ehow.com/how_13319_break-habit.html1.
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